Three “New Directions” for Future Pension Provision
While we anxiously look forward towards some greater
certainty and predictability, most of us are expecting some
improvement – ‘Build Back Better’ is the watchword and it
presents an opportunity for re-assessment. Future pension
provision is a case in point. Some recent developments are
not, I think, going in the right direction.
But first let us step back to 2006, when the Finance Act 2004
radically reformed the pensions tax regime. Out went the
flexibility of Inland Revenue discretion; in came “simplification”.
The underlying premise was a mistaken belief that pensions
could be considered a closed world in which everything runs
on rails.
Rather like a machine whose parts can all be
enumerated and their interactions fully anticipated.
That fundamental misunderstanding has yet to be fully
recognised by the authorities. What we do hear and see
though are repeated calls for change, particularly around
pension tax relief. This may be a focal point for the Chancellor
as he searches for politically tolerable sources of additional tax
revenue. So it’s more important than ever that he doesn’t
damage the way we save to survive in the final third of our life.
Regulators have power, too. The Pensions Regulator has been
consulting on big changes to the way Defined Benefit (DB)
schemes should be funded. Two options are presented: ‘Fast
Track’ and ‘Bespoke’. Schemes preferring the latter, which has
more aﬃnity with the current scheme-specific model, will be
expected to explain why they can’t join the fast track to windup.
The subliminal message to DB trustees and sponsors seems to
be ‘the sooner you wind up, the better’. Even open schemes
are presumed to be on track to wind-up, because the
mandated funding principles are not markedly diﬀerent from
those to apply to closed schemes. With nominal as well as real
gilt yields below zero, heavily depressed by quantitative easing,
it looks counter-intuitive as well as counter-productive to push
trustees into buying more gilts, by insisting on a gilts-based
discount rate for valuing liabilities.
Unless TPR accepts what many respondents have said –
varying from a polite ‘more work needed’ to ‘will make a bad
situation worse’ – and withdraws its proposals, deficits may
double and employers will have to stump up more money more
quickly, driving some to insolvency and the scheme into the
Pension Protection Fund (PPF). Not exactly meeting TPR’s
statutory objectives to minimise any adverse impact on the
sustainable growth of an employer, and to reduce the risk of
calls on the PPF.

So that’s not going in the right direction. What about money
purchase arrangements? The money going in at the moment
isn’t going to be enough, but the foundations in automatic
enrolment are considered sound. Outcomes, not so much.
When it comes to taking the benefits, for five years now it
seems pension freedoms have been the only show in town: but
has it been the right solution for most savers? The House of
Commons Work and Pensions Committee suspects it hasn’t,
pointing to persistent depredation by scammers. A lot of
horses raced out of the stables once they reached age 55 and
eagerly ate their 25% tax-free carrots, but now they’re standing
around in the paddock, vulnerable and unsure where to go next.
Once upon a time the conventional wisdom was that drawdown
only made sense for a pot of at least £250,000. For those with
sizeable DB transfer values, especially perhaps individuals with
potential beneficiaries other than a spouse in mind, that might
be a viable alternative. The masses auto-enrolled in money
purchase schemes, however, are unlikely to accumulate a sixfigure pot during their working life. It makes more sense for
them to huddle together in retirement, for example via a
collective money purchase arrangement.
This is a new direction, one which I predict many – perhaps
most - savers will be taking in future. Enabling legislation is
imminent, in the Pension Schemes Bill and the forthcoming
Finance Bill. The master trusts into which most employees
have been auto-enrolled are likely to see this as a safer
retirement option than drawdown for many of their members.
Costs are shared, risks are pooled, so far less of their money
will disappear in charges.
There’s another option emerging too, in the shape of a tontine; a
now-exotic but formerly very popular retirement solution which
is about to make a comeback. Again, this is a pooled
arrangement where perhaps 10,000 individuals join to receive
an income for life (which is what most people really want when
they retire). Unlike an annuity, where any residual fund on death
eﬀectively reverts to the annuity provider, the money stays in the
tontine to be shared out among surviving members, causing
their monthly incomes to rise over time.
In sum then, as we emerge, eventually, from the economic
wreckage and look for ways to Build Back Better, we should be
supporting new directions in collective retirement provision –
and opposing plans which will do further damage to what we
still have.

Collateral damage elsewhere includes the Exchequer, for the
more money employers are forced to divert from profits into
pension contributions, the more tax relief they get. When
politicians talk about reform they often fail to mention that
almost three-quarters of tax relief is for Defined Benefit
schemes.
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